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QUOTIENTS BY C* X C* ACTIONS
BY

ANDRZEJ BIALYNICKI - BIRULA AND ANDREW JOHN SOMMESE

Abstract. Let T * C* x C* act meromorphically on a compact Kahler manifold

X, e.g. algebraically on a projective manifold. The following is a basic question from

geometric invariant theory whose answer is unknown even if .Vis projective.

PROBLEM. Classify all T-invariant open subsets U of X such that the geometric-

quotient U —> U/Texists with U/Ta compact complex space (necessarily algebraic if

Xis).

In this paper a simple to state and use solution to this problem is given. The

classification of U is reduced to finite combinatorics. Associated to the T action on

A"is a certain finite 2-complex 'ë(X). Certain {0,1} valued functions, called moment

measures, are defined in the set of 2-cells of 'ë(X). There is a natural one-to-one

correspondence between the U with compact quotients, U/T, and the moment

measures.

Let X be a connected compact Kahler manifold with a meromorphic action of
F« (C*)k:

T X X -* X.

The following is a basic question from geometric invariant theory whose answer is

unknown for general k even if A1 is projective.

Problem. Classify all T-invariant open subsets U of X such that the geometric

quotient (cf. §0 for definitions) U -* U/T exists with U/T a compact complex space.

In this paper we give a simple to state and use solution to this problem when

k = 2.

The previous work on this problem consists of two parts:

(a) as a special case of his geometric invariant theory, D. Mumford [15] gave a

prescription for construction of some of those geometric quotients with U/T

projective,

(b) for k = 1 a complete and simple answer was given in [2] for very general X by

the authors of this paper [2]. This answer was in terms of a certain graph with a

finite set of vertices (see also [3] for the algebraic case).

It is notable that even for simple manifolds such as Grassmannians there exist

geometric quotients U -» U/T of Zariski open U with complete nonprojective

schemes as quotients. Moreover Mumford's description of U with projective quo-

tients using stability is redundant; more than one ample line bundle and more than

one T linearization of the same line bundle can give the same open set U. For the
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above reasons it is not at all clear from Mumford's theory whether the set of all U

with a compact (or even projective) geometric quotient has a simple description.

The geometric idea underlying our work is simple. It rests on three principles.

The first is that for a T-invariant open subset U e X to have a compact quotient it

is necessary and sufficient that given any "limit", W, of a sequence of closures of

"generic" orbits of T, W n U = Tx for some x with dim Tx = k. This is made

precise by using the work of Fujiki and Lieberman on Douady spaces of closures of

orbits (see §0).

The second principle is that the existence of U/T as a compact analytic space

should have a cohomological interpretation, i.e there should exist an analogue of the

Thorn class of a vector bundle. This is carried out in §1.

The third principle is that the essential geometry of the Douady space of closures

of orbits of T should have a finite combinatorial description as a ^-dimensional cell

complex where dim T = k. Here the work of Atiyah (see §0) makes this relatively

straightforward for X smooth and Kahler.

This combinatorial object #( X) which is related to torus embeddings is described

in §2 for dim T = 2. The "Thorn class" mentioned in the last paragraph survives as

a (0,1} valued function p. on the cells of <€( X), and is called a "moment measure".

Our main theorem says that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

T-invariant open U with compact quotients and the moment measures.

For dim T > 3 it is much more difficult to define and very messy to manipulate

the combinatorial polyhedron ^(X). Nonetheless we would do so if we could prove

our main result in that generality. The easier half of the proof of our main result,

which says that moment measures give rise to T-invariant open U with compact

geometric quotients U/T, does generalize. Unfortunately, when dim T > 3, we

cannot prove the more important converse. The difficulties come in §3 where we

construct certain homology classes by transcendental methods. To prove the general

converse we need to know about the Hodge types of the analogues of these classes.

This seems to require new ideas.

Let us describe the contents of our paper in detail.

Let A' be a compact Kahler manifold with a meromorphic action of an analytic

torus T = (C*)k. Let ¿7be an open T-invariant subset of X. By the quotient £//Twe

mean the geometric quotient (orbit space) of U; if U/T exists it is an analytic set

(and hence the underlying topological space is Hausdorff).

In §0 we gather analytic results in a suitable form basic for our study. Most

important are the theorems of Fujiki and Lieberman on Douady families of orbits

(0.2.2) and the results of Atiyah on moment functions ((0.5.1); (0.5.2)).

§1 contains some topological results concerning group actions and orbit spaces.

Fundamental for further applications in the paper are: Theorem (1.3) which gives a

necessary and sufficient condition for compactness of the orbit space U/T in terms

of cohomological properties of the space U, Theorem (1.5) and Corollary (1.7.1)

which relate the rational cohomology of those U for which U/T is compact and of

X, and Theorem (1.8) which shows that the first rational homology group of a

compact Kahler manifold X is isomorphic to the first rational homology group of
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the source of X for any action of C* on X. All these results except Corollary (1.7.1)

and Theorem (1.8) are proved for a A:-dimensional torus T, where k > 1.

The main aim of §2 is to describe for a given action of a two-dimensional torus T

on X, the two-dimensional oriented cell complex ^(X) that we use to classify

quotients by T. This finite combinatorial object is defined in (2.1) and (2.8). The

vertices of the complex are represented by connected components of the fixed point

set XT. One- and two-dimensional cells are some ordered subset of the set of vertices

corresponding to different types of one- and two-dimensional orbits. The properties

of the complex that are basic for our work are derived by using moment functions

defined on X. The combinatorial structure of the complex allows us to define a

notion of a subdivision of a two-dimensinal cell (2.6) which should be considered as

a combinatorial counterpart of a geometric notion of degeneration of a type of orbits

when passing to the limit in the Douady space (see (0.5.1)(b)). Finally the notion of a

subdivision allows us to introduce the notion of a moment measure (2.13). A

moment measure is a {0,1} valued function defined on the set of 2-cells of ^(X)

which is additive with respect to subdivisions. Points whose orbits determine cells of

ja-measure 1 are called ju-stable.

Theorem (3.1), the main result of §3 (and of the paper), says that open T-invariant

subsets U of X such that U/T exists and is compact are exactly the sets of ¡u-stable

points for moment measures p.. The main obstruction to generalizing the theorem to

the case where dim T = k > 2 is the lack of proper generalizations of some of the

above results concerning topological properties of actions of many-dimensional tori.

We end §3 with some simple examples that we hope will help with understanding the

main result.

We would like the thank the University of Notre Dame and the National Science

Foundation [MCS 8200 629] for making this collaboration possible. We would also

like to thank S. Dawn Reader for her beautiful typing job.

0. Notation and background material. In this section we set up the notation that we

will use and collect some results that we will need.

(0.1) T will always denote the ^-dimensional torus (C*)*. T has an Iwasawa

decomposition T = K X A, where K ~ (S1)k is the maximal compact subgroup of T

and where A * (¡%+)k. The character group of T is denoted by x(T) and the group

of one-parameter subgroups of Tis denoted by x*(^)- The map

x(r)xx*(T)-ir,

defined by T(x, a) = x ° « e x(C*) = 3?, is a perfect pairing. Since T ~ (C*)k we

have  x(T)~&k  and x*(J)~3fk.  Then  xdT) = X(J) ®&@ and  xUT) =

X*(T) ®j3¡ 91 are dual ^-dimensional vector spaces. Using the fixed isomorphism

T « (C*)k   we   have   a   canonical   basis    {ex,. . . ,ek) c x(T)   with   ex  =

(l,0,...,0),...,e, = (0,...,0,1).

Using this choice of basis we get orientations on x&(T) and x%(T).

(0.2) X will always denote a compact connected Kahler manifold with a holomor-

phic action of T. It is further assumed that the action is meromorphic, i.e. that
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T X X ^> X extends to a meromorphic map (^¿)* X X -» X. It is a result of

Sommese [16] that this is equivalent to XT ¥= 0, where XT denotes the fixed point

set of the action. Let XT = Fx U ■ ■ ■ u Fr be the decomposition of XT into con-

nected components. Given any one-parameter subgroup a: C* -» T, Xa denotes the

fixed point set of the induced action of C* on X.

We need a few results on orbit structure.

(0.2.1) Lemma. Let Xand Tbe as above. Then {jc|dim Tx < k) is a closed analytic

subset of X.

Proof. Consider m: T X X ^> X X X given by (t, x) -» (tx, x). Let mm-i{A):

m~l(&) -* a be the induced map where a is the diagonal of X X X. Under the

natural identification of X with a, the set {x\dim Tx < k) coincides with the set

{jc|dim w7^-i(a)(jc) > 0}. By semicontinuity of dimension in the Zariski topology,

the lemma follows.   D

The next two results are immediate consequences of the work of A. Fujiki [8, 9,

10] and D. Lieberman [13] on compactness of components of the Douady space of

Kahler manifolds.

(0.2.2) Theorem. Let X and T be as above. There is for any x e X with dim Tx = k

a diagram

*,
Zx      -     X

^ Li

Qx

with the following properties :

(a)fx is aflat surjective morphism of connected compact complex spaces Zx and Qx.

(b) the restriction of <px to each fibre Zx(q) = ffl(q) is an embedding and there is a

q e Q such that <t>x(Zx(q)) = Tx,

(c) there is a natural action of T on Zx making fx and <px equivarient with respect to

the trivial action of T on Qx and the given action of T on X.

(d) there is a dense Zariski open set 0X ç Qx such that for each q e (9X, Zx(q) is

reduced and §x(Zx(q)) is the closure of a T-orbit,

(e) the reduction of every fibre of fx is pure k-dimensional and for fibres

{Zx(q), Zx(q')} that are reduced, <t>x(Zx(q)) = <t>(Zx(q')) only if q = q',

(f) given any diagram

Z'      -*     X

<**> f'i

Q'

that satisfies properties (a) through (e) there is a holomorphic map c: Q' -» Qx such

that ( * * ) is the pullback £>/(*).
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Proof. Let 3¡x be the connected component of the Douady space of X which

contains the point corresponding to Tx. By the defining properties of the Douady

space there is a diagram

<i>
Jfx      -»      X

<#) -j

®x

where Jfv is the family of subspaces of X corresponding to points of @>x such that:

(a) F is a flat surjection and $ is an embedding on any fibre of F,

(b) there is a point q e 3)x such that $>(F~l(q)) = Tx,

(c) given any diagram of connected analytic spaces Jf and @>:

*'
Jf      -♦      A'

such that (a) and (b) with O' and F" in place of <£> and F respectively are true for this

diagram, then there is a holomorphic map c: S¿ ̂ > S¿x which induces (##) from

(#)•

T acts naturally on S¿x and ^Cx. Both actions are holomorphic. Let Qx be the

connected component of 3>T that contains the point corresponding to Tx. Let

Zx = F-\QX) and let Fz = fx, í>z = <¡>x. By the results of Fujiki [8, 9, 10] and

Lieberman [13] 3)x and Qx are compact. The rest of the proof of (0.2.2) is standard.

D

(0.2.3) By the countability of the number of components the Douady space of a

compact Kahler manifold, it follows [8] that there is one diagram from (0.2.2):

<>»

Zx      -*      X

fA

with Zx and Qx compact irreducible spaces and $v a bimeromorphic holomorphic

map. We will drop here the subscripts and refer to the diagram:

Z       -»      X

(0.2.3*) n

Q

(0.2.4) Lemma. Only finitely many different diagrams occur in (0.2.2).

Proof. By the local compactness result [10] it suffices to bound the volume of any

Tx with dim Tx = k with respect to w*, where w is the Kahler class in X. For this it

suffices to note that:

(a) by (0.2.2)(f) and (0.2.3), Tx is a component of 4>(Z(q)) for some q,

(b) two fibres Z(q) and Z(q') of a flat map are homologous,

(c) the volume of Tx is less than or equal to that of 4>(Z(q)).   D
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(0.2.5) Corollary. Let T and X be as above. Let Zx, Qx, fx and <j>x be as in (0.2.3).

Let V be an irreducible component of the reduction of a fibre Zx(q) of fx. Then T has a

dense orbit in V.

Proof. For simplicity we give the proof for Z, Q, f and <p. The only difference

between this and the general case are subscripts.

Assume that T has no dense orbit on V. Since dim T = dim V by (0.2.2)(e), it

follows that each orbit Tx of T for x e V is of dimension less than dim T. Since T is

abelian and since the action is meromorphic, this implies that Tx is left fixed by at

least one one-parameter subgroup C* e T. Since T contains only countably many

one-parameter algebraic subgroups of T, it follows from the Baire category theorem

that there is a subgroup T0 ~ C* of T that fixes all of V.

We will need to work with the analogue of (0.2.3*) for T0 in place of T. We simply

use the subscript 0 when we deal with the T0 objects, ( Q0, Z0, /0, <j>0, C0}.

Since <f>0(/o~1(&0)) contains a Zariski open subset of X we can choose a sequence

of points {<7„} ç <S converging to q and such that:

(a) ^n = ^(ff\GQ)-ff\(9Q)T)^4,(Z(qn))^<p(f(6)-f(e)T) is nonempty

for all n.

Since <f>(Z(qn)) converges to <#>(Z(z7)) in the Hausdorff topology on the space of

compact subsets of X, it follows that we can find a sequence [xn) Q Xsuch that:

(h)xne®n,

(c) lim xn = x e <p(V) and x lies on no irreducible component of $(Z(q)) besides

HV)-
Passing to a subsequence {xn} we can therefore find a seqeunce {y„} e 0O

converging to a point y e Q0 such that <}>0(Z0(y„)) 2 T0xn. We conclude that

x e <p0(Z0(y)) e <¡>(Z(q)). Thus by (c) and the fact that <¡>0(Z0(y)) is connected and

uncountable, <p0(Z0(y)) meets 4>(V) in an uncountable set. Thus we contradict the

fundamental fact that the T0 fixed point set of <i>0(Z0( v)) is finite.    D

We need the Kählerian analogue of a result of Sumihiro [17].

(0.3) Theorem (M. Koras [12]). Let X and T be as above. Given any x e XT there

is a T-invariant Stein neighborhood <W e X of x and a proper embedding ^ of "U into

CN suchthat:

(a) ¥(x) = origin,

(b) ty is equivariant with respect to the usual action of T on X and a linear action of

TonCN.

This result has the following immediate consequence by pulling back the usual

Luna slice theorem onC" [141.

(0.3.1) Corollary. Let X and T be as above. Let x be a point on X with finite

isotropy subgroup Ix e T. Then there exist a neighborhood <% of Tx and an analytic

subset D of °U containing x such that <% ~ T X, D.

The above result makes geometric quotients easy to handle.
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(0.3.2) Theorem (Holmann [11]). Let fy be an open T-invariant subset of X.

Assume that dim Tx = k for ail x e ^ and that the set <%/T of T orbits on °U is

Hausdorff with respect to the induced topology. Then there is a unique complex

structure on °U/T such that the quotient map A: °U -* °U/T is holomorphic and such that

given any open set V on °U/T the space of holomorphic functions on V pulls back to the

space of holomorphic functions on A~X(V) constant on fibres. °U/T is normal. We call

<%/T with this analytic structure, the geometric quotient of<%by T.

Proof. The reader can find a proof of the above for T ~ C* in [2, (0.2)]; there are

no real differences between that case and the above case.    D

By W/G, where G is a compact group acting continuously on a complex analytic

space W, we mean the space of G orbits with the induced topology. W/G is

Hausdorff and has the structure of a simplicial complex if G Ç T and the action of

G is the restriction of a holomorphic action of T.

The following criteria for existence and compactness of quotients are the ana-

logues of [2, (1.2)]; we use the notation of (0.2.3).

(0.4) Theorem. Let °U e X be a T-invariant open set. A geometric quotient °U/T

exists if and only if for each q e Q, <p(Z(q)) n °Uis either empty or of the form Tx for

some x e X with dim Tx = k. Assuming that W/T exists, it is compact if and only if

<t>(Z(q)) n tf/is nonempty for all q e Q.

Proof. Assume that <p(Z(q)) C\ <%~2 Tx U Ty, where Ty does not meet Ty. Since

4>(/_1(0) ~ f~1(®)T) is Zariski open we can find a sequence qn e Csuch that:

(a) lim qn = q,

(b) <¡>(Z(q„)) n m = Tx„ for some x„.

Choosing slices D and D' to Tx and Ty it is easy to check that Txn converges in

Ql/T to both Tx and Ty. Thus <%/T is not Hausdorff and the geometric quotient by

T does not exist.

Assume that the geometric quotient 'W/Texists and that 4>(Z(q)) n ^is empty for

some q. For the same reason as above there exists a sequence { qn } ç 0 such that:

(a) lim qn = q,

(b) <t>(Z(q„)) meets <*.

If <%/T was compact there would be a convergent subsequence ( yn} of the sequence

of images of <#>(Z(t7„)) n <%. Let y be the limit point in %/T and let x e Qlbe such

that Tx goes to y. Since <i>(Z(t7„)) converges in the Hausdorff topology on the

compact subsets of X to <f>(Z(q)) it follows that Tx e <¡>(Z(q)). This contradiction

shows that %/T'xs not compact.

The other parts of the proof are similar and left to the reader.   D

We need some results of M. Atiyah [1].

(0.5.1) Theorem. Let X be a connected compact Kahler manifold on which T acts

meromorphically. Then there is a map/: X -» Xa(T) ~ i%k that is called the moment

map and which is constant on K orbits and connected components of XT. Further given

any Zxfrom (0.2.4), we have that:

(a)/(<t>x(Zx)) =/(Tx) is the convex hull of/((Tx) n XT), and the last set is the set

of vertices, i.e. extreme points of/(Tx),
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(b)/ factors:

a\ / b

<¡>(Zx(q))/K

with b a homeomorphism for all q e Qx.

Proof. By [1] there exists a function/satisfying all of the above except possibly

(•) /(^(zx))=/(t7)

and (b).

To see (*) note that since there are only a finite number of fixed point

components of T in X there are only a finite number of vertices for the convex sets

/(Tx'), where x' e X. Therefore there are only finitely many possible images/(Tx')

as x' runs over X. Therefore by continuity and the fact that for nearby points q and

q' in Qx, <¡>x(Zx(q)) and <¡>x(Zx(q')) are nearby in the Hausdorff topology on

compact subsets of X, it follows that the set

*-{4eQj/MZx(q)))-/{7*)}

is open.

It is also closed. Take any point zz e ja/-s/. The same argument as above shows

that

{q^Qx\/{<?x{Zx(q)))=/(4,x(Zx(a)))}

is open.

Since Qx is connected, ( * ) is proven.

To see (b) note that we have shown above that/(<¡>x(Zx(q))) = /(Tx). Since/is

constant on A-orbits, it follows that/ factors

*(Zx(q))     £      /(Tx-)

a\ s b

4>(Zx(q))/K

Since <f>x(Zx(q)) e <¡>(Z(q)) for some q e Q it suffices to prove the above result

without subscripts. For q e (Pit follows that <p(Z(q)) = Tx, where dim Tx = k. For

these, b is a homeomorphism by [1]. Since 0 is dense in Q we must only show that

the set of q e Q, where b fails to be a homeomorphism, is open. To see this assume

that b is not a homeomorphism on (¡>(Z(q))/K. Note that <¡>(Z(q)) decomposes into

a finite number of irreducible components {Z,} on each of which T has a dense

/c-dimensional orbit by (0.2.5). Thus by [1], b is a homeomorphism in each ZJK and

maps each to a convex set of/(T3c). Thus there must be two distinct Z, which/

maps to a set containing a common open set. Since q near q' implies that <$>(Z(q)) is

near <p(Z(q')) in the Hausdorff topology on closed subsets of X and therefore that

4>(Z(q))/K is near <j>(Z(q'))/K in the Hausdorff topology on closed subsets of

X/K, it follows that b cannot be a homeomorphism on 4>(Z(q')) for q' near q.   D

<t>(Zx(q))     -*     /(Tx)
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(0.5.2) Theorem. Let X and T be as above. Given a one-parameter subgroup

a e x*(T), there is a projection a*: Xy?(F) -* â?defined by a*(x) = T(x, «) = x ° a

e X(C*) = St for x e x(T). Let a* ° /: x -* Xng(a) be the composition of a* and the

moment function /. Then for all x e X — Xa, a * ° /(a(t) ■ x) is a monotone increas-

ing function of\t\.

Proof. This is the assertion on the top of page 8 of [1].   D

(0.5.3) Corollary. Let X and T be as above. Let T = C* X C* and let [a, ß) be

two one-parameter subgroups of T that generate T. Let Fa, Fß be connected components

of Xa and Xß respectively. Then/(Ff) C\/(Fß) is empty or a single point.

Proof. If either Fa or Fß e XT, the result is clear. Therefore assume otherwise. By

the above results,/(Fa) and/(F^) are closed line segments. We must therefore only

check that they are on different lines.

This is clear since a* °/(a(t) ■ x) is monotone increasing with \t\ and Fß £ XT.

D

1. Topological results.

(1.0) Throughout this section coefficients are almost always the rational numbers

and are therefore suppressed unless different from Q. Thus given a CW complex W,

H{(W), HJ(W), Hj(W) denote respectively rational cohomology with compact

supports, rational cohomology, and rational homology. As usual T = (C*)k = K X A

acts meromorphically on a compact connected Kahler manifold X.

(1.1) Lemma. Let X and T be as above. Let U be a T-invariant open set such that the

geometric quotient U/T exists. Then U is a principal A-bundle and U is homeomorphic

to U/A X A where the product projection to U/A is the quotient map.

Proof. Using the slice theorem for T on U and the fact that any isotropy group of

a point on U belongs to K, the assertion about U being a bundle over its space of

orbits with the induced topology is clear. Choose any continuous section a: U/A —*

U; this can be done since A is a cell. The map U/A x A -» U given by (x, a) -* a •

a(x) gives the desired homeomorphism.   D

(1.2) Lemma. Let T act meromorphically on a compact Kahler manifold X. Let U be

a T-invariant open set such that the geometric quotient U/T exists. Let g: U -» U/T

and g': U/A —> U/T denote the quotient maps. Then the higher direct image sheaves

g{,)(Q) a"dg'(j)(Q) are both constant with stalks isomorphic to H'(T).

Proof. Since A is a cell and U -* U/A is a principal A -bundle, it follows from the

diagram

U        -*       U/A

g\ </ g

U/T

and the Leray spectral sequence for a composition of maps that the lemma will

follow for g ' if it is proved for g.
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Given x e U let D be a slice of Tx through x. By (0.3.1) we have a neighborhood

fy of Tx of the form D X, T, where Ix is the isotropy group of x; Ix is the finite

subgroup of K.

We have

D X T->► DX, T-y {DX, T)/Ix

^ D/Ix c U/T ^

Note that y is a principal T/Ix bundle and thus if D is chosen small enough so that

D/Ix is contractible, it follows that y is a product projection of ^l/Ix * D/Ix X T/Ix.

It follows from the above diagram that

H>(<U) -> HJ(any fibre of gm)

is an isomorphism. This proves the lemma.    D

(1.3) Theorem. Let T act meromorphically on a compact connected Kahler manifold

X. Let U be a T-invariant open set such that the geometric quotient U/T exists. Let

a = min{ j\H{.(U) * 0),    b = min{ j\HJc(U/T) * 0}.

Then a = b + k and H"(U) ~ H*(U/T). In particular U/T is compact if and only if

a = kandHk(U)= Q.

Proof. Using (1.1) it follows that

(*) H'{U) ~H<-k(U/A)

for all i.

Using (1.2), the fact that U/A -* U/T is proper, and the Leray spectral sequence

it follows that

( * * ) H[(U/T) » H'C(U/A)    for i < min{ j\HJc(U/T) * O).

( * ) and ( * * ) together finish the argument.    D

(1.4) In the above we used the map U -» A to get an isomorphism of Hk(U) with

Q when U/T is compact. The map U -» A is unique up to homotopy. This is easily

seen since there is a homotopy between any two continuous sections of U -» U/A

that preserves the fibres of U -* U/A. Assume that U/T is compact. From this it

follows that the isomorphism Hk(U) = Q is canonical. It is convenient to refer to

the explicit element r¡u of Hk(U, J°), which is the pullback of the positive generator

of Hk(A, &), as the class of the quotient U/T. Since U -> A factors as U -* U/K -»

A this class is the pullback of a unique class r¡y of Hk(V, £?) where F = U/K. This

class is a generalization of the Thorn class and has all the functorial properties that

one expects. For example, if x e U or V, then Ax ç X or A/AT is a 2-chain. Since

>lx goes homeomorphically to A under 1/ -» y4 or V ^> A it follows that r\u or r\v

evaluated on Ax gives 1.

(1.5) Theorem. Let X, U, and T be as in (1.3). Tzzezz z/ze mzz/z Hk(U) -* Hk(X) is

the 0 map.
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Proof. If U/T is noncompact, then by the last theorem Hk(U) is 0 and there is

nothing to prove. Therefore we can assume without loss of generality that Hk(U) ~ Q

and that U/T is compact.

Let F be the union of all isotropy groups of all points of U. Since our T action is

meromorphic, F is a finite subgroup of K. Then U/F is a principal T/F bundle over

U/T.
Let M = U/F X j/f^q, where T/F acts on &>¿ with the action

t-(z0,...,zk)-* (z0,tf(t)zf,...,tk(t)zk),

where te T/F, {/,} is a basis of x(T/F) and {z0,...,zk} are homogeneous

coordinates on £P¿. Let it: M -» U/T be the induced map. Let g be a desingulariza-

tion of U/T. Pulling back tr we get a map it': M' -» Q. Let (U/F)' denote the

pullback of U/F.

The map U -* U/F extends to a meromorphic map from X to M. Since Q is

bimeromorphic to U/T it follows that M is bimeromorphic to M'. Thus letting Z be

a desingularization of the graph of the meromorphic map from X to Af ' gotten by

composition, we have the diagram

A
U       -»        A-        «-        Z

| | ß
(*)v   ; Í//F     ->        M        «-       M'

Í//T     «-       Q

Note that if we choose a continuous section a for the yl-bundle Í//F -* (U/F)/A,

we get continuous sections by pulling back for the bundles U -* U/A, and (U/F)'

-* (U/F)'/A. Thus we get a diagram

U
I

U/F     *-     (tz/F)'

i/

/I

so that the class tj^ of the quotient Í//T and the class r\(V/F), of the quotient

(U/Fy/(T/F) = Q are pullbacks of the same class from Hk(U/F).

A basic fact [18] is that A* and B* are injective on rational cohomology since A

and B are generically finite to one surjective map between compact complex

manifolds.

Therefore by (*) and the last two paragraphs it follows that Hk(U) -> Hk(X) is

the 0 map if Hk((U/F)') -+ Hk(M') is the 0 map.

Since it': M' -» Q is the projectivization of a vector bundle on Q it follows from

the Leray-Hirsch theorem that any nonzero element of Hk(M') can be written:

[k/2]

(**) £«''(>'%).
i = 0
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where tj, e Hk~2'(Q) and <o is any class that restricts to a generator of #2(fibre of

tt'). Since tj = r\(U/F)- can be represented as a compactly supported Cx form pulled

back from A under a projection (U/F)' -> ^4 associated to a C°° section of

(U/F)' -* g, it follows that w' A tj = 0 for all i > 0 and any C°° representative w of

to. Thus by (* *) we get the contradiction that tj = 7t'*ti0, where tj0 e Hk(Q). This

implies the theorem.   D

(1.6) Up to this point we have not used the Kahler assumption in any crucial way.

Theorem (1.3) holds for any meromorphic action of T on a compact complex space

and any T-invariant open U e X with a geometric quotient U/T. Theorem (1.5)

needs in addition that A" is a rational homology manifold so that the result of [18]

will hold.

The next result is needed for singular varieties.

(1.7) Theorem. Let X be a connected compact complex analytic space. Assume that

T acts meromorphically on X. Let g: X -* X/K be the quotient map. The induced map

g* gives an isomorphism Hl(X/K) ~ Hl(X) and an injection 0 -* H2(X/K) -*

H2(X).

Proof. By the Leray spectral sequence for g and the fact that g is proper with

connected fibres, it suffices to prove that T(X/K, g(1)(ô)) = 0. Therefore, assume to

the contrary that there is a global nontrivial section, a of g(l)(Q).

Since g is proper, restriction gives

gw(X,Q)y~H1(g-1(y),Q)

for the Leray sheaf and all y e X/K. Therefore it suffices to show that a induces the

zero section of g(1)(Tx, Q) for all x e X.

Let x be chosen such that dim Tx is as small as possible consistent with a giving a

nontrivial section of g(1)(Tx, Q).

Since T is meromorphic it has a fixed point q e Tx. Since g_1(g(q)) = q, it

follows that a is identically 0 in a neighborhood of g(q) on g(Tx). Since Tx -»

(Tx)/K is a fibre bundle over a dense open set of Tx/K, this implies that a is zero

on Tx/K. Therefore there must be an x' e Tx — Tx so that a gives a nonzero

section of g(l)(Tx', Q). Since Tx' e Tx - Tx we get the contradiction that dimTx'

< dimTx.    D

(1.7.1) Corollary. Let X be a compact connected Kahler manifold. Let T ~ (C*)k

for k = 1 or 2 act meromorphically on X. Let U be a T-invariant Zariski open subset of

X such that the geometric quotient U -» U/T exists. Then the inclusion map Hk(U/K)

-> Hk(X/K)istheOmap.

Proof. We have the commutative diagram of long exact sequences:

•••  -     Hk~\X)    -       Hk^(X~U)      -»    Hk(U)    -+    Hk(X)     -*-••

î î î T
■••  -» Hk~l(X/K) -» Hk~l((X- U)/K) -* Hk(U/K) -» Hk(X/K) -» •••

By Theorems (1.5) and (1.7) the result follows immediately.   D
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(1.8) Theorem. Let X be a compact Kahler manifold with a meromorphic action of

T = (C*)k. Let S be the source with respect to some one-parameter subgroups

a e x*(T). Then inclusion i gives an isomorphism Hf(S/K) « HX(X/K).

Proof. By Kronecker duality it suffices to prove that Hl(S/K) ~ Hl(X/K).

We have the commutative diagram:

H\S/K)      +-      Hl(X/K)

I I
atH'(S) *-        Hl(X)

The vertical arrows are isomorphisms by (1.7.1). The horizontal map ¿% is an

isomorphism by [7, 5, 9],    □

2. Complexes.

(2.1) Let <<? = {(F,lin); E,C) be a system where

(a) F is a set of elements called vertices,

(b) lin is a three argument relation on V; for linizjj, v2, vf), read: vx, v2, v3 lie on

the same line,

(c) F is a subset of V X V; elements of E are called (oriented) edges,

(d) C is a family of cyclically ordered finite subsets of V each containing at least

three vertices; the elements of C are called cells.

(2.2) Definition. A system <€ as in (2.1) is called an oriented 2-cell complex (or

complex for short ) :

(i) if (vx, vf) e E, then vx =£ v2,

(ii) if (vx, vf) e E, then (v2, vx) e E,

(iii) if c e C,vx,v2e c and vx is the predecessor of v2 with respect to the cyclic order

of c, then (vx, vf) e E,

(iv) if c e C, vx, v2, v3 e c and lin^, v2, vf), then vx = v2 or vx = v3 or v2 = v3.

(v) if two cells with equal sets of vertices are identical.

(2.3) Let V! = {(V,lin), E,C) be a complex. If (vx, vf) e E, then vx is called the

beginning and v2 is the end of the edge (vx, v2). Both vx, v2 are called vertices of the

edge.

If c e C; vx, v2 e c and vx is a predecessor of v2 with respect to the cyclic order in

c, then (vx, v2) is called an edge of the cell c. Any v e c is called a vertex of c. The

set of all vertices of a cell c is denoted by vert(c), and the set of all edges is denoted

by ed(c).

(2.4) For any set A,leiSt(A) be the free abelian group with A as the set of its free

generators.

Let (é= {(V, lin), E,C) be a complex and let c e C. Let Bc be the subgroup of

3?(E) generated by all elements of the following two types:

(a) (vx, v2) + (v2, vx), for any edge (vx, v2) e E,

(b) (vx, vf) + (v2, v3) + (v3, vx), for any ux, v2, v3 e V such that {vx, v2) is an

edge of c, \xrx(vx, v2, vf) and (vx, v2), (v2, v3), (v3, vx) e E.

Denote 2£(E)/BC by 2£C(E). We are going to identify each edge (vx,vf) with its

image in Sfc(E). Hence we shall write (vx, vf) = —(v2,vx).
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(2.5) For any c' e C, let o(c') be the element of &(E) equal to the sum of all

edges of c'. If there is no danger of ambiguity the image of ô(c') in Sfc(E) under the

canonical map 3T(E) -» &(E)/BC = 3TC(E), where c is a fixed cell, will also be

denoted by 8(c').

(2.6) Definition. Let të'be a complex and let c be one of its cells. Then a family of

cells {cx,...,cn} of cells is called a subdivision of the cell c if Sc = Y."=xoc ¡in 2?C(E).

(2.7) Example. Consider ¿%2 with its canonical orientation determined by the choice of

the basis (ex, ef), where ex = (1,0), e2 = (0,1).

Let c be a compact, two-dimensional convex subset of !%2 with a finite number of

vertices. Denote by vert(c) the set of all vertices of c cyclically ordered by

if' vx, v2 are adjacent vertices of c, then vx is the predecessor of v2 iff

for any p e Int(c), the basis (vx p,vxv2 ) of ¿%2 has the same

orientation as (ex, ef).

Denote by ed(c) the set of all pairs (vv vf) where vx, v2 e vert(c) and vx is the

predecessor of v2.

Now let C be any family of compact, two-dimensional convex subsets of ¡%2 such

that each has a finite number of vertices. Then the system ^(C) =

{(V(C),lin), E(C),C(C)}, where

(a) V(C) = U^cverKc),

(b) lin^!, v2, vf) iff Vf, v2, v3 lie on the same line in^2.

(c)£(C) = {<olfi>2>e VX V\(Vf,v2) or (Vf,v2) e{j,eCed(c)}, _

(d) C(C) is the set of all cyclically ordered sets vert(c), where c e C,

is a complex.

(2.7.1) It follows by a Euclidean geometry argument that:

if a family of cells (vert(Ci),.. .,vert(c„)} in <#(C) is a subdivision of a cell

vert(c0), then

(1) c0 = U,"_ic, and Int(è,) n Int(cy) = 0 for i +j.

(2a) if (u„ Vj) is an edge of ck for some k e {l,...,zz}, which is not contained in

any line containing an edge of c0, then there exists exactly one cell ch I e {!,... ,n)

and I + k such that (zj , vf) is an edge of c,,

(2b) if (v¡, Vj) is an edge of c0 and {(vp, v )\1 < i < m) is the set of all edges of

cells Cf,...,cn that are contained in the line passing through v¡ and vJt then there

exists a permutation a of {1,..., m} such that

(ii) v„    = v„       for i = 1,.. .,m — 1.

(2.8) Let A be a compact Kahler manifold with a meromorphic action of

T = C* X C* (§0.2). Let <g(X) = {(V(X),\xn), E(X), C(X)} be a system defined

in the following way:

(a) V(X) = {Ff,...,Fr}, where Fv F2,...,Fr are all connected components of XT,

(b) E(X) e V(X) x V(X) and (F„ Ff) e E(X) iff there exists a one-dimen-

sional orbit Tx, where x e X, such that Tx n F¡ ¥= 0, Tx n Fy # 0, and Tx n F,

nf].= 0,
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(c) lin is a three-argument relation in F(A") defined as follows: lin(F,, Fy, Fk) iff

there exists a one-parameter subgroup a e x*(T), a ¥= 0, and a connected compo-

nent F of Xa such that F¡ U F, U Fk e F,

(d) C(X) is the family of all subsets of V(X) which are of the form (F,;

Tx Pi F¡ =t 0} for all two-dimensional orbits Tx in X, with the cyclic order defined

in the following way:

if Fk, F, e {F¡\Tx n F¡ ,.# 0}, Fk * F„ then Fk is the predecessor of F¡ iff there

exist one-parameter subgroups a, ß e x*(F) such that:

(i) the source of the action of C* on Tx induced by a contains (Fk n Tx) U (F,

n Tx),

(ii) there exists y e Tx such that limt^0ß(t)y e Fk, limt^ocß(t)y e F„

(iii) (a, ß) is a basis of x%(T) oriented consistently with the canonical basis

(ex,e2).

In order to see that the notion of the predecessor defined in (d) determines a cyclic

order in {F¡\F¡ n Tx =t 0} consider a moment function/: X -* XsrCO- The

restriction of the moment function to Tx has the following properties (see (0.5.1),

(0.5.2) and_(0.5.3)):

(1) /(fx) = coxw(/({Fi\FLn Tx * 0})) and /({F,.|F,. n Tx * 0)) coincides

with the set of vertices of/(Tx),

(2) if Fk, F,e {F,|F, n Tx * 0 }, Fk * F„ and there exists a nontrivial y e x*(T)

such that Fk U F, is contained in a connected component F of X7, then y* °/(Ff)

= y*°/(F,) and/(F n7>)= œn\(/(Fk),_/(F,)) is an edge of/(Tx),

(3) for any y e X*(T) and any y e Tx - (Tx)T, if y * 0, then

y*o/(limy(0>')<Y*°/( hm y(O^).
^z —0 ' W^oo ;

Thus conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to:

(i')a*°/(Fk)= «*o/(F/)= min a* » /(/(fx)),

(iï) ß* o/(Fk) < ß* °/(F,).

Moreover, condition (iii) is equivalent to:

(iii') the basis of Xa?(F) dual to the basis (a, ß) of xtt 's oriented consistently with

the canonical basis of Xi*(F). Now take any pointy e Int /(Tx) and consider

«' = TTfJp, ß' = TcfjTûT.
Then

a*(a') = a*(p)-a*(/(Fk))>0,

a*(ß') = a*(/(F,))-a*(/(Fk)) = 0,

ß*(ß') = ß*(/(F,))-ß*(/(Fk))>0.

Thus (a', ß') is a base of x<*(F) oriented consistently with the basis dual to (a, ß)

and therefore we have proved that

Fk is a predecessor of F, in the sense of (2.8)(d) iff/(F^) and

/   v /(F/)  belong  to  the  same  edge  of /(Tx)  and,   for  any

p e \nt(/(Tx)), the base (/(Fk)p,/(Fk)/(Fl)') of X^(T) is

oriented consistently with the canonical base of Xm(T).
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Therefore the relation of the predecesor defined as in (d) defines a cyclic order

(compare with (2.7)).

(2.9) Theorem. The system <e(X) defined in (2.8) is a complex.

Proof. We are going to check that conditions (i)-(v) of (2.2) are satisfied. Let us

fix a moment function/: X -* x¿*(T)-

(i) Let Tx be a one-dimensional orbit in X and F¡ n Tx =f= 0, Fy n Tx # 0 and

Fj n Fj n Tx = 0. Let ß be any one-parameter subgroups not contained in the

isotropy group of x. Then either lim,^0ß(t)x e F¡ and lxm,_00ß(t)x e Fj or

lim,^0ß(t)x e Fj and linxl^0Oß(t)x e Ft. In both cases (by (0.5.2)) ß*°/(Ff) *

ß*°/(Fj). Thus F,* Fj.
(ii) follows immediately from the definition of E( X).

(iii) Let c = [F¡\F¡ n Tx * 0), where x e X, be a cell and assume that Fke eis

the predecessor of F, e c. Then Fk # F, and there exists a one-parameter subgroup

a e x*(T), a # 0, such that the source Xx of the induced by a action of C* on Tx

contains (Fk n Tx) U (F, n Tx). Since the source is connected (see [2, (A.l)]), it has

to be of dimension one. Since the source is irreducible, T-invariant and closed, it has

to be of the form Ty for some y e Xx. Then the edges determined by Ty (see (c) in

(2.8)) are (Fk, F,) and (F„ Fk).     _

(iv) If Fj, Fk, F,e c = {F¡\F¡ n Tx * 0 } for some x e X with dim Tx = 2, and

lin(Fy, Fk, F¡), then F U Fk U F, is contained in a connected component of Xa for

some a S x*(7'), a ¥= 0. Thus FA = F or F, = FÄ or F = F, by (0.5.3).

(v) Assume that {F,\F¡ n Tjc, # 0} = (F,|F, n Tx2 # 0} for x,, x2e X with

dim Tx¡ = 2 = dim Tx2. Then

/(Tx"1) = conv(/({i:i^n 7*1* 0}))

= conv(/({F,|F,n  t72* 0}))=/(t72)

and it follows from (*) of (2.8) that the cyclic orders on both cells, {F¡\F¡ n TxY ¥=

0 }, {F,\F¡ n Tx2 # 0 }, are identical. Hence the cells are equal.    D

(2.9.1) Let c be a cell in <6( X). Let g: X -> 7 = A/A" be the quotient map. Any

orbit Ay, where y e Y and {F¡\F¡\C\ Ay # 0 } = vert(c), is called a realization of c.

Notice that for any x e g~l(y), where y is as above.

{ Fj\F¡ n Ty # 0} = { f;|f;. n fx * 0}.

If ( c,,... ,c„} is a subdivision of c, then we say that \J¡Ay¡ e Y is a realization of

the subdivision if >4y(. is a realization of c, for every z = 1,... ,zz.

(2.9.2) Let c be a cell in tf( A"), let Ay be a realization of c and let x e g~\y). Let

Zx-+      X

I A
Qx

be as in (0.2.2) and let q e Qx.
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Suppose that (Tzx,...,Tzn) is the set of all two-dimensional orbits in Zx(q) and

denote by c) the cell in <&( X) defined by

c,= { F,|F, n T<px(z,) * 0}.

Then {c¡,...,cn} is a subdivision of c and \JAg(<px(z¡)) is a realization of the

subdivision.

The proof of this follows from (0.5.1).

(2.10) Lemma. Let (F¡, Fj) be an edge in 1f(X) and let a, ß e x*(T), a # 0,

ß ¥= 0. Suppose that F¡ U Fj■ c Fa D Fß, where Fa, Fß are connected components of Xa,

Xß, respectively. Then a, ß are linearly dependent. Xa = Xß and Fa = Fß.

Proof. It is enough to show that a, ß are linearly dependent. Let/: X -* Xa?(F)

be a moment function. It follows from our assumptions that a* °/(Ff) = a* °/(Ff)

(since a* °/is constant on Ff) and similarly ß* ° /(Ff) = ß* °/(Ff). If a, ß were

linearly independent, then a[*° /(Ff) = a1*°/(Fy) for any ax e x*(T) and hence

/(Ff)= /(Ff). But the last equality contradicts our assumption that F¡, F¡ are

different vertices of the same edge. Thus a, ß are linearly dependent.   D

(2.11) It follows from (2.10) that the set of all edges can be divided into (a finite

number of) disjoint subsets EF(X), where F runs over the set of all connected

components of subspaces x" Ior a e X*(7"), a =£ 0, and [F¡, Fj} e EF(X) iff

F¡ U F, e F.

(2.12) Let c0 be a cell of <€(X) and let (cx,... ,cn} be a subdivision of c0.

(2.12a) Let (F¡, Fj) be an edge of ck for some k e (1,... ,zz}, such that (Fj, F-) e

EF(X) but no edge of c0 belongs to EF(X). Then there exists exactly one cell ch

I = {1,... ,zz} and / ¥= k, such that (F-, F¡) is an edge of c¡.

(2.12b) Let (F¡, Fj) be an edge of c0 and let <F„ Ff) e EF(X). Let {(Fp¡, Fq)\i

= 1,... ,m} be the set of all edges of cells (cx,... ,cn} belonging to EF(X). Then

there exists a permutation a of (1,... ,m } such that

(i) FD    = F„ Fa     = F, and

(ii) F„     = F„        for z = 1,..., zzz — 1.

Proof. Let/: A" -» Xm(T) be a moment function and let c be any cell in 'ë'(X).

Then /maps vert(c) onto vert(conv(/(vert(c)))) (see (0.5)) and/preserves cyclic

orders given on both sets (2.8) and (2.7).

Moreover if lin(F;, Fj, Fk) and <F„ Ff) is an edge of c, theix/(Ff),/(FJ),/(Fk)

lie on the same line containing the edge (/(F¡), /(Ff)) of conv(/(vert(c))).

Therefore the equality 8(c0) = E,"=15(c,) in &C(¡(E(X)) implies that

*(/Oo))= LK/(c,))    in&Aco)(E(C)),
i = i

where for any cell c in C£(X), /(c) =/(vert(c)) and C = (conv/(c0),

conv/(cj),... ,conv/(cn)} (compare (2.7)).Thus {/(cf),... ,/(c„)) is a subdivision

of/(c0) in V(C) and (2.12) follows from (2.7.1).    D
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(2.13) Let if= ((F,lin), E, C) be a complex. A map ¡tx: C -» {0,1} is said to be a

moment measure on #if for any cell c0 e C and any subdivision {c,,... ,c„} of c0.

n

ÄC0) =  Eí»(c,).
i = l

If p is a moment measure on cé, then a cell c is called xi-stable if jti(c) = 1.

(2.13.1) Let p. be a moment measure on 'ë(X). A point x e X is said to be

u.-stable if Ag(x) is a realization of a jx-stable cell. The set of all xi-stable points is

denoted by Ay.

(2.14) A cell ce 'é(X) is called principal (or generic) if it has a realization Tx,

where the orbit Tx is generic in the sense that <t>x(Zx) = X.

It follows that there exists exactly one principal cell in #( A").

(2.14.1) Lemma. // Fp is a vertex of a principal cell c of <€( X), then there exists a

one-parameter subgroup ß e x*(T) such that Xß = XT and Fp is the sink of the

induced by ß action ofC*on X.

Proof. Let/: X -* Xa?(7") be a moment function. It follows from (0.5) that for

any generic orbit Tx,/(Tx) =/( X). Hence (again by (0.5)) for any vertex Fp of the

principal cell c,/(F ) is a vertex of/(X). But for any vertex Fp of/(X) there exists

a one-parameter subgroup ßp such that Xß? = XT and ß* °/(Fp) is the maximum

ßp ° /( A"). Then it follows from (0.5.2) that Fp is the sink of the induced by ß action

of C* on X.   a

3. Main Theorem.

(3.1) Main Theorem. Let T X X -» X be a meromorphic action o/T«C*xC*

on a compact connected Kahler manifold X. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence

between moment measures jx and T-invariant open sets U Q X such that the geometric

quotient U/T exists and is compact. Such U are automatically Zariski open. The

correspondence is given by sending jx to the jx stable points X^.

Proof. Assume we have a moment measure xi. Then X — Uisa closed analytic set

and U is Zariski open in X. To see this, note that given x with dim Tx = 2, then the

family of cells associated to any <¡>x(Zx(q)) with q e Qx is a subdivision of the cell

associated to fx. Thus if p(fx) = 0 it follows that 4>X(ZX) e X - U. Thus X - U is

the union of the 4>X(ZX) with /x(Tx) = 0 and all x e X such that dim Tx < 1. Thus

by (0.2.1) and (0.2.4) it follows that X - U is the union of finitely many closed

analytic sets. Therefore X - Uisa closed analytic set and U is Zariski open in X.

The set U is trivially T-invariant. If xx(c) = 1, then given any subdivision

{Cf,...,c„} of c we get precisely one c, with p(c¡) = 1. Thus it follows from

(0.5.1)(b) that for each q e Q, <¡>(Z(q)) n U = Tx for some x such that dim Tx = 2.

By (0.4) U/T exists and is compact.

(3.2) Note that if we show that a T-invariant open U with a compact geometric

quotient U/T is the set of /x stable points A"¿ associated to a moment measure xt, then

by the above, U is Zariski open in X.
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It remains to show that for any open T-invariant subset U e X such that the

geometric quotient U/T exists and is compact there exists a moment measure it such

that U = A;.

First we fix notation and terminology used in this part of the paper:

(a) all chains and cochains considered are assumed to be oriented singular cell

chains and cochains with rational coefficients,

(b) since the quotient map g: X -* X/K = Y restricted to any fixed point

component F¡ of XT is a homeomorphism onto its image we are going to identify F¡

with g(F¡) and consider F¡ as a subspace of Y,

(c) Xf(Yf) denotes {X e A|dim Tx < 1} ({y e Y\dim Ay <z_l), resp.),

(d) if y e Y and dim Ay = 2, then we are going to consider Ay both as a subspace

of Y and as a 2-chain in Y. (This is possible since any moment function /:

X -* Xíx(T) determines a homeomorphism of Ay onto a compact convex two-

dimensional subset of Xäe(T) (see (0.5)(b)) and the orientation of the subset does not

depend on the choice of/(see (2.8))),

(e) if a is a one-parameter subgroup a e x*(T), then Ya denotes g(x")-

Now we prove two lemmas.

(3.3) Lemma. Let Fp be any vertex of the principal cell of %>(X). Let a e x*(T),

a # 0, and let Fa be a connected component of Xa. For any given 1-cycle a in Fa there

exists a 2-chain b in Xf such that 8(b) = a + ax, where ax is a 1-cycle in Fp.

Proof. Since Fp is a vertex of the principal cell, there exists a one-parameter

subgroup ß e x*(T) such that Xß = XT and F is the sink of the induced ß action

of C* on X (see (2.14.1)). We are going to construct:

(a) a sequence [a0, av...,am) of one-parameter subgroups of T,

(b) a sequence {W0,Wf,...,Wm) of submanifolds of X satisfying the following

properties:

(i) W¡ is a connected component of Xa' for i = 0,...,m,

(ii) a0 = a,W0 = Fa,

(iii) the sink F/(/) of the induced ß action of C* on W¡ is contained in W¡+1 and is

different from the sink F/(l+1) of the ß action of C* on Wi+1.

(iv) the sink of the induced ß action of C* on Wm is equal to F .

Let us put a0 = a, W0 = Fa. Then assume that the sequences {a0,...,ak},

{W0,... ,Wk) satisfying (i)-(iii) have already been constructed for some k > 0. If

the sink of the action of C* on Wk is F, the construction is finished. Suppose that

the sink F/(k) of the action on Wk is not F . Then it follows from our assumption that

F^k) ¥= F/Ik), where F/(k) is defined by the (induced by ß) action of C* on X (see [4]).

It follows from [4] (see also [2] for the algebraic case) that the map tt: F^k) -+ Fl{k),

defined by tt(x) = liml^0ß(t)x for any x e F¡fk), determines a locally trivial space

with affine spaces as fibres. Moreover the fibres are T-invariant and the action of T

on any fibre is linear. Take any point y e Fl(k). Since tt~1(y) has the structure of a

linear space and the restriction of the action of T to 7t_1( v) is linear and nontrivial,

there exists a non trivial character x e x(T) and a point x e ■n~1( y) - (y) such

that for any t e T, T(x) = x(t) ■ x (where the multiplication of x(0 times x is
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taken with respect to the linear space structure of 7r~1(y)). Now let a' be any

nontrivial one-parameter subgroup of Tsuch that (x, a') = 0. Then Xa' z> Fl(k) U Tx.

Since Tx n F,,k) = {>>}# 0, the connected component F' of Xa' containing Fl(k)

contains x and therefore the sink of the induced ß action of C* on F' is different

from F/(ky Let us put ak+l = a', Wk + l = F'.

Let /: X -» ¿%2 be any moment function. Then it follows from (0.5.1) that if

Fl(k+1) is the sink of Wk+X (with respect to the action of C* induced by ß), then

ß*"AFtik))<ß*oAFl(k+1)).

Since there exists only a finite number of components F¡, after a finite number of

steps our construction of sequences (a), (b) must stop. If it stops after m steps, then

(iv) is satisfied and we obtain sequences (a), (b) with properties (i)-(iv).

Now in order to prove the lemma apply (1.8) (m + 1) times. First take a 2-chain

b0 in W0 such that 8b0 = a + ax, where ax is a 1-cycle in F/(0). Then find a 2-chain ¿>x

in Wf such that o(bf) = ax + a2, where a2 is a 1-cycle in F/(1), etc. Finally, take a

2-chain bm in Wm such that 8bm = am + am+1, where am+l is a 1-cycle in F/(m) = Fp.

Then ¿> = b0 - bf + ■■■ +(-l)mbm is a 2-chain in Yv

8(b) = (a + fll) -(a, + zz2) + •■ • +(-l)m(zzm + flm + 1) = a +(-l)mzzm + 1,

and am + l is a 1-cycle in Fp. The proof of the lemma is finished.    D

(3.4) Corollary. Let Fp be a vertex of the principal cell. Let a e x*(T), a # 0,

and let Fa be a connected component of Y". For any 1-cycle a' in Fa, there exists a

2-chain b' in Yf such that 8b' = a' + a[, where a[ is a 1-cycle in Fp.

Proof. Since the fibres of the quotient map g: X -» X/K = Y are path wise

connected, there exists a 1-cycle zz in g~l(Fa) such that g*(zz) = a'. Since g~l(Fa) is a

connected component of Xa we may apply Lemma (3.3) and obtain a 2-chain b in Xx

such that

8(b) = a + Of,    where a j is a 1-cycle in F.

Then b' = gm(b) and a[ = g*(af) satisfy the conditions of the corollary.   D

(3.5) Lemma. Let b be a 2-cocycle with compact support in Vsuch that [b] e H2(V)

is different from zero. Let c0 be a cell which admits a realization Ax0 such that x0 e V.

Then for any subdivision {cx,... ,c„} of c0 and its realization U"= xAxj, the Kronecker

product (b, T."_fAXj) is equal to (b,Axf).

Proof. It suffices to show that (b,Ax0 - T,"^tAXj) = 0.

Let F¡ be a connected component of YA = XT. For any y e Y such that Ay n F,

# 0, the intersection is composed of exactly one point, denote this point by V¡(y).

Now, for any xk, x„ where k, I = 0,... ,n such that Axk n F¡ ¥= 0 and Ax, n F¡ #

0, choose an arc yk, in F¡ with the beginning at v¡(xk) and the end at v¡(x¡). We may

assume that y¿, = —y¡k.

If (F¡, Fj) is an edge of a cell c¡, I = 0,... ,n, then there exists a one-parameter

subgroup a: C* -> T, a # 0, and a connected component Z of Y" such that

Fj VJ Fj e Z. There exists an arc X',7 in Ax, í~l Z with the beginning at v¡(x¡) and its
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end at v^x,). (In fact one may consider X',j as the intersection of the boundary of the

2-chain Ax, with Z.)

Let I0 be the family of all two-element sets {z, /} such that (F¡, Fj) and (Fj, Ff)

are edges of some cells ck, ch where k, I = 1,...,n. Then for {i, j] e I0 define

e,j= -{yL + Vj + ytt + Xj,),
Notice that e:j = -e,¡.

Figure 1

Now let If be the set of all pairs (z, /) such that (F¡, Fj) is an edge of c0. Then it

follows from (2.12b) that there exists a connected component Z of Ya, where a is a

nontrivial one-parameter subgroup such that F, U Fj c Z and there exists a sequence

F, = Fi0, Fti>--->Fi,.l - Fj such that

(a)F¡ e Zforj = 0,...,s,

(b) (Fi,, F,lt¡) is an edge of a cell ck(J), k(j) e {1,. -.,«}-

Then for (i, /) e Ix define

eiJ =     '7 + y¿.k(s) ~~ ̂ /,j„|  + y¡c\sX,k's-X) +   • • •  + YÁ(0),O-

Figure 2
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Let I = I0U If. We have defined above for any t e I an /-cycle e, lying in some

connected component Z of Ya for some nontrivial one-parameter subgroup a.

Let Fj, be a vertex of a principal cell. It follows from (3.4) that for any t e I there

exists a 2-chain t, contained in Yx such that 8t, = e, + it,, where xx, is an /-cycle

contained in Fp.

Since 8AXj = LXJkl, where the summation runs over all pairs (k, /> such that

(Fk, Ff) is an edge of Cj, the difference E,e/<?, - (8Ax0 - T,"j=x8AXf) is a 1-cycle

which is a sum of arcs ykl. For fixed z = 1,... ,r let E, be the sum of those arcs ykl

that occur in the difference. Then

(a) E, is a 1-cycle in Fj, i = 1,... ,r,

(b)E,e/e, - (OAÜ0 - Ifj.Mij) = Ej=1E,.
In fact (a) follows from the fact that Ej^E, is a 1-cycle and Fj n Fj = 0 for i +j,

and (b) is easily checked.

It follows from (3.4) that for Fp chosen as above, and for any E, there exists a

2-chain n¡ contained in Yx and a 1-cycle m¡ contained in F such that 8(n¡) = E, + m¡.

Since 2-chains t, for t e I and zz,, z = 1,2,...,r, are contained in Yj and the

support of b is in V, we have

' n \ n /-

¿>, /Lx0 - £ ^-Xy   = (*."!')    where ^ = /Lx0 - X) ^*y ~ L Tr + E "z-
\ 7=1 / 7=1 tel        í=i

On the other hand (by (b))

îr-*po-Ê Â?y|- !(*, + /*,) + t(I, + »0
\ 7=1 /       ¡el ,=X

r

=   -  L V-t +   E wr
íe; i=i

Thus Si/< is a 1-cycle contained in F .

Finally notice that since H2(V) -» H2(Y) is the zero-homomorphism (see (1.7.1)),

¿> = BÄj, where /)[ is a 1-cochain in Fand (b, ip) = (abf, \¡/) = (bf, Si//).

But 8\p is a 1-cycle in F that is a boundary of a 2-chain \p in T. Thus 8\p is also a

boundary of a 2-chain >// in Fp (see (1.8)). Thus

(*I,**)-(V**')-(8*i.*')-(*.^).-0

since the support of b is in V and \p' is a 2-cycle in Fp.

Therefore (b, Ax0 - Y."j=fAXj) = 0 and the proof is complete.   D

(3.6) Proof of the second half of the Main Theorem. It follows from (1.3) and (1.4)

that H2(U) * H2(V) « Q. Choose a 2-cocycle b with compact support in V such

that [ft] = 1 e Q = H2(V).

Let c0 be any cell which admits a realization Ax0, where x0 e V. Let {c,,...,c„}

be any subdivision of c0 and let {JAx¡ be a realization of the subdivision. Then TAx¡

is a 2-chain in Y and it follows from (3.5) that the Kronecker products (b,Ax0) are

(b, Y."=fAx¡) are equal.
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Since (b,Ax¡) = 0 whenever Ax¡ is not contained in V,

[b, i AH\-  Í{b,Alcj)=    £   {b,Âïj).
\        7 = 1 / 7 = 1 **j»V

On the other hand for any x e F the value of the map

H2(~A~x~,Ax) '¿H2(V,V),

where i: (Ax, Ax) ■-» (V, V) at [Ax] e H2(Ax, Ax), does not depend on the choice of

x. Therefore (b,Axf) = (b,Ax¡) for any x¡ e V.

Thus there exists exactly one i e [i,...,n] such that x¡ e V, and the index i does

not depend on the choice of the realization.

In particular if Ax'0 is any realization of c0, then Ax'0 e V.

Let /x: C( A") -» {0,1} be defined as follows:

(  \ _ 11        iff for some (any) realization Ax of c, x e. V,

\ 0        otherwise.

It follows from the above that /x is a moment measure and U is exactly the set of

all /x-stable points of X.   D

(3.7) We would like to give a very simple example in order to give the reader a

feeling for what the Main Theorem is saying. We intend to study nontrivial examples

in another paper—such examples quickly quickly reduce to combinatorial consider-

ations very different from his paper.

Let C* act on P2 by

(*) {*A*0'*»*i¡) -» [z0,t-zx,t2-z2],

where t e C* and [z0, z,, z2] are homogeneous coordinates on P2. Let X = P2 X P2.

Let T « C* X C* act on X by sending

(*i. t2,xx,x2) -* (tf ■ Xf,t2 ■ x2),

where (tx, i2) e C* X C*, (x¡, x2) e X, and t¡ ■ x¡ for i = 1,2 is given by (*)

above.

It is easy to check that the above action has nine fixed points

(a, A) (a,B) (a,C)

(b,A) (b,B) (b,C)

(c,A) (c,B) (c,C)

where

a = [1,0,0] = A,   b = [0,1,0] = B,   c= [0,0,1] = C.
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The nine fixed points above are the vertices of C( X). There are nine 2-cells:

(a, C) (c, Q

(a,Q

(a,B)

(a, A) (c, A)
iP, Q (a, C)    (b, Q   (c, C)

(c,B)

(a, A) (c, A) (a, A)   (b, A)   (c, A)
(a, C)    (b, Q   (c, C)

(a,B) (c,B)

(a, A)     (b,A)    (c,A)

In the above picture the three vertices are on a common line precisely if they satisfy

the relation lin of (2.8). Also the edges of the above cells correspond to the edges of

(2.8). By the Main Theorem there are four Zariski open T-invariant sets U e X with

a compact geometric quotient under T. To give such a U it suffices to give the cells

on which the associated moment measure is 1. The four sets of such 2-cells are

all the cells containing cell 6, i.e. (1,2,4,6),

all the cells containing cell 7, i.e. {1,2,5,7},

all the cells containing cell 8, i.e. {1,3,4,8},

all the cells containing cell 9, i.e. {1,3,5,9}.

In the above example the image of any moment map is a rectangle with the nine

vertices arranged as in the bottom cell of the above picture.

Though the i/'s with compact quotient in the above product example can be

computed by the results of [2], the flavour of the above argument is typical for

applications of the results of this paper.

(3.8) There is one large class of examples worth mentioning. Let T ~ C*2 act on

X. Let/: X -» x#(T) be a moment map. Let x e x&iT) be any point not in the

image of any orbit of dimension lower than 2. Let U be the set of all points y in X

such that

(**) dim Ty = 2    and    x e/(T ■ y).

Then U has a compact geometric quotient; the 2-cells where the moment measure

corresponding to U is equal to 1 are precisely the 2-cells corresponding to the orbits

in ( * * ) above.
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This class of examples works for C** if we replace the 2's above by k. We can

show that they do not give all examples, even for products of Grassmannians.

Though the exact role of these examples is not completely worked out yet, all

indications are that for projective varieties they correspond to the examples that

Mumford's theory gives. This is currently being actively researched.
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